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ARTIST & SPONSOR NOTES
In The Spirit of What Came Before is a creation of Epoch
Tribe. This project is our highest offering to honor Black
History Month for the year 2021. We are grateful to produce
this work to commemorate those who have cleared the way
for us, for the community work of the present and most
definitely to illuminate the path forward.

This work was made possible through a partnership with
Myers Park United Methodist Church, whose effort to center
Black History Month in a unique and meaningful way inspired
us to create this body of work.
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THESE STORIES UNDERLINE THE
DEPTH OF OUR COMPLEXITY AS
BLACK AMERICANS - THE JOY,
RESILIENCE, HUMANITY AND
STRENGTH WAS FELT IN EVERY
ONE.
Hannah Hasan

About This Journal
This Reflection Journal is a companion guide to In The Spirit
of What Came Before. The 5-part series is a storytelling and
spoken word experience highlighting the rich stories of Black
people who are working to follow their hopes and dreams
today and the beautiful Black ancestors and innovators who
came before them and paved the way.
Each part of this Journal corresponds with one of the
performance pieces. You, regardless of your place or identity
in the world, will be challenged to explore the theme in an
introspective way. Through this process, our greatest hope is
that you can be honest with yourself about how this work,
these performances, make you think and feel. Use extra pages
or jot notes on the provided lines. And that as a result of this
examination you carry the spirit of what came before with you
as we write the future together.
VIEW THE SERIES AT EPOCHTRIBE.COM/INTHESPIRIT

PART 1

Click to watch

RESOURCES

BLACK IS BEAUTFUL
People whose lineage originates in
Africa have the most diverse
spectrum of skin tones that have
been studied among humans. Yet, we
are often classified and assigned
value based on approximate
"darkness or lightness".

https://penntoday.upenn.ed
u/news/varying-skincolors-africa-light-darkand-all-between
http://www.womenscenterof
greaterlansing.org/coloris
m-self-esteem-self-love/
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Colorism is a social issue that includes all people, but is perceived as an issue
that exists within Black communities when it really originates from non-Black
ideals and exists within other cultural communities as well. How does
mainstream culture uphold these ideas that darker skin is inferior to lighter
skin?
What characteristics do you associate with light? With darkness? How do
those descriptions work when you attach them to people?
Think of a moment when you felt your full worth and value as a human, and
when you felt the least valuable as a person. What was the situation? Who
was there? What were the differences?
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